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Technical parameters
 ▪ Size (LxWxH): 765×635×1220/1420mm±2cm

 ▪ Height adjustment range: 200m (±2cm)

 ▪ Seat height from the ground: 530mm

 ▪ Back-rest adjustment: 0-85°

 ▪ loading capacity: 135kg

 ▪ N.W: 123kg
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Optional color (MOQ100pcs- color changing)

Hand controller
all functions can controlled by the buttons on both sides of the chair and the 
foot switch.  Height adjustment and back-rest can be adjusted easily.

Electric function
The two-motor control system is reliable and durable. With CE certificate.
Lifting is stable and quiet, no displacement deviation

Accessories 



SKSurgiTECH

Product video (scan / press QR code)

QUALITY CONTROL
SaiKaNg medical, as a pioneer in the field of medical furniture, always choose branded suppliers strictly to ensure the 
safety and reliability of raw material. SaiKaNg adopt robot welding, automatic epoxy coating. efficient assembly line, 
dedicated operator, rigorous quality control, only to guarantee SaiKaNg's commitment on quality

Design
The electric chair,  adopted 4 
sections ergonomics design, is 
used for main body inspection or 
as auxiliary equipment of diagnosis 
and treatment equipment.
its humanized structure enables 
the patient with limited mobility 
to sit comfortably durning 
the examination process and 
effectively cooperate with the 
doctor for examination from 
different directions.

Plastic丨Painting
11 Process epoxy painting, 
aSTM testing anti-baterial, paint 
thickness 0.12mm, brightness 
60°, paint can resist 50kg impact. 
it's eco-friendly, economical and 
durable.

Welding
Panasonic robotic ensure 360° full 
smooth welding

Plastic parts | accessories 
The base is made of heavy-duty 
cast steel, which is stable.
The outer cover is integrally formed 
with high-quality aBS plastic.

Cushion
The cushion is made of die-
cast PVC leather, which is soft 
and comfortable, waterproof, 
anti-fouling, easy to clean and 
disinfect;
regular colors: sky blue, black, 
green, gray, orange

Headrest
The head frame can be adjusted up 
and down by 150mm and front and 
back by 100mm.

Lowest position
The lowest position is 530mm, 
which is convenient for patients 
to sit

Rotation design
The 340°rotation design of the 
chair complies with electrical 
safety standards and also satisfies 
the users.
The doctor can lock the seat at any 
angle by stepping the pedal, while 
keeping hands sanitized.
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